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 Abstract— This paper deals with data dissemination in wireless devices such as cell phones  which plays vital role in our daily life 

such as people often use such devices to take picture and share  with others via opportunistic point-point links which is however  

intermittent in the network.Hence,data dissemination scheme needs to be designed to encourage nodes to collaboratively share data 

based on the user interest. We propose Incentive driven information sharing scheme that allow nodes to deliver user interest to one 

another via chosen paths utilizing less number of transmissions. In addition, the incentive mechanism has been provided for each 

nodes to stimulate cooperation among each nodes such that the nodes have no incentive to launch edge insertion attacks. our incentive 

mechanism such as charge and rewarding  functions are designed such that which results in fewer delivery hops.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

In rapid advancement of wireless technologies wireless devices such as PDAs,cellphone,laptops have gradually woven in to our 

life. To access information the energy consumption is high enough in cellular data services. In peer to peer ad hoc networks 

[3],[4] wireless devices such as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi utilizing lower-power radios to share required information among users. 

The participants need to be cooperative in order to gentle information sharing in mobile networks. Mobile networks are 

typically users contact based networks; mainly users are selfish enough and wish to preserve their data devices. to encourage 

users to cooperate and effectively share data, Thus to avoid selfishness an effective incentive mechanism need to be designed to 

effectively share the data items. Thus for ad hoc networks content dissemination scheme has been proposed earlier.ad hoc 

networks are assumed that networks are well connected. But interfaces such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth have shorter radio 

connectivity range between mobile devices hence using such interfaces are intermittent as well as dynamic in nature. Also 

changing user interests from time to time as the users moves from place to place traditional content dissemination scheme will 

not be considered.  

Unicast scenarios has been employed in most existing incentive based mechanism, transmission efficiency has been low in 

multicast scenarios due to encourage of selfish nodes to help relay on others hence efficiency has been low which has been 

representative in delay tolerant mobile networks due to multiple users are interested in sharing the same data items A recently 

proposed multi receiver scenario seems to be promising [19] to reach multiple subscribers, Thus in practice an useful incentive 

based mechanism has been seemed to be promising for useful data sharing among multiple subscribers in these mechanism 

rewarding the last hop relay node which communicates with the destinations, due to restrictive replication mechanism data items 

sparsely distributed among nodes degrades the performance of the incentive mechanism. In this work we aim to construct 

incentive driven data sharing scheme by providing charge and rewarding functions  that not only encourages to deliver data in 

incentive mechanisam,but it chooses the specified paths wisely that can reach  multiple subscribers. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The algorithm has been addressed (SSAR) social selfishness aware routing to address these challenges.based on the packet 

priority resources such as bandwidth and buffers are allocated which is mainly related to the social relationship among nodes. 

To maintain performance SSAR willingness to evaluate its capability of forwarding and thus its reduces the dropping rate. 

Furthermore, the forwarding process in SSAR formulates  assignment restrictions with multiple knapsack problem. It forwards 

the most effective packets for routing performance and social selfishness, routing performance with low transmission cost can 

be achieved by our trace-driven simulations provided by SSAR, since it tends to swarm packets to relay on hot spot nodes, 
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congestion in the network due to worst delivery ratio. In SSAR,its MKPAR formulation  due to insufficient buffer it does not 

forward a packet to the receiver. In order to optimize content availability Content place[22] learned dynamically information 

about users in order to achieve social relationship. MOPS [23] in delay tolerant networks designed publisher subscriber system 

for nodes in delay tolerant environment such that nodes within the same community could communicate directly when 

published data items match the interest of nodes, while brokers are used to bridge different communities. Similarly, SANE [24] 

described a social-aware forwarding scheme which utilizes user interests and their similarity to assist making forwarding 

decisions. Each published data item belongs to a particular data category. An efficient data dissemination scheme CUCID [25] 

was developed for human-contact based networks. Such scheme allows each node to operate distributive based on locally 

gathered information Furthermore, Gao and et. al. [15] proposed a social centrality metric by considering social contact patterns 

and interests of users simultaneously to achieve efficient content disseminations. 

 

All the above work assumed that even though the entire user are cooperative and do not refuse data items to others. In real word 

scenarios assumptions is not always true, especially in human contact based networks, However wireless devices have limited 

resources such as storage space, batterey power and available bandwidth provided by opportunistic peer-peer links. Thus it is 

necessary to provision an incentive mechanism in order to achieve cooperation among nodes. Towards this end in delay tolerant 

networks is provided with credit-based incentive mechanism for delivering unicast messages.Mobicent encourages in providing 

charge and rewarding functions among intermediate nodes to cooperate and prevent them from launching edge insertion attacks 

as well as edge hiding attacks. In DTN’s transit behavior of nodes is defined in a rank metric. Nodes with higher rank indicate 

higher cooperation. These two mechanism mainly focus on delivering unicast messages, while we are interested in multicast 

communication patteren,which is typical for information sharing in a system. Where an incentive based forwarding scheme is 

developed to provide reward the last hop relay node. In this scheme, every node computes its effective users interest contact 

probability for each data category, which represents the probability that this node contacted a node interested in corresponding 

data category either directly or indirectly. Different from previous studies ,our MuRIS scheme  can achieve better delivery ratio 

in networks where data items are sparsely distributed  among nodes, In addition ,our scheme can thwart edge insertion attacks 

launched by selfish intermediate nodes. Under this scheme , a node without any message is unable to receive data items from 

other  nodes it encountered, unless of its interests. Recent work uses a similar incentive based data dissemination scheme which 

mainly focus and assumes that senders will pay rewards based on providing incentive such as battery power storage capacity to 

make the forwarding decisions to relay nodes on successful delivery by providing incentive based mechanism in data sharing 

among  publisher subscriber to share information of users interest by providing charge and rewarding mechanism.  

 

 

III.   SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
To design a Multi-Receiver Incentive- Based Dissemination (MuRIS) scheme that not only encourages nodes to cooperate via 

proposed incentive mechanism. Propose multi receiver based charge and rewarding functions that would favor the paths which 

can reach more subscribers at intermediate hops. Proposed information sharing scheme allows nodes to utilize locally 

maintained information about past node encounters and partial delivery paths to determine if they should forward received data 

items to other nodes they encounter such that the chosen delivery paths are those that 

Efficiently reach many subscribers.   

 
Fig. 1. System Architecture. 

 

Overview of MuRIS scheme as shown in the figure the path will be created based on the historical encounters in the network. 

Such information is used to construct two pieces of information used in our scheme such as, visible path set and the closeness. 

When the nodes encounter a forwarding decisions made for every message carried by the node based on the expected rewards 

and based on that it will make the forwarding decisions and the message will be delivered to the intended destination. 
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The movement of  each nodes can be distinguished by a non-homogeneous mobility model that is in the network contact rate as 

well as contact duration between different pair of nodes will differer.Furthermore,we consider that data delivery paths from 

different source and destinations paths will be repeated frequently. This is reasonable because most scenarios are based on the 

similar conditions. The historical paths in DTNs suggest that repeatability of delivery paths. The nodes must be authenticated in 

the network when they join the network the nodes are interested in receiving similar data categories belonging to some 

catagories.To encourage nodes in the each node willing send the data packets based on the dissemination scheme by providing 

rewarding functions such as virtual “money “will be provided for each nodes to deliver a data to the intended subscriber. The 

same reward function is provided with the each delivery paths. The reward functions are calculated based on total RSS as well 

as RNS value when a message is delivered to the subscriber. Any subscriber along the delivery path will also have to pay relay 

paths along its delivery paths. The nodes in the network are encouaraged to choose paths with fewer transmissions such that the 

reward is inversely proportional  to the total hop counts in the total delivery paths. 

 

In addition, every nodes the network are selfish the nodes are expected something to relay packets to the requires destination  

Since nodes are selfish it will not relay data packets until  it gains some benefits such as virtual” money”. We assume that there 

is a central server transaction which is offering secured services, which guarantees that each nodes in the network can collect 

their rewards weekly or monthly to relay packets the  required destination . in order to maintain data dissemination 

.mechanisam.Data items in  the network may be organized in to different  categories based on the user interest. In our network, 

each node can be organized as publisher, as subscriber or both .Each publishers can publish each data items based on the users 

interest belonging to different channels. Furthermore each subscriber is provided with the interest list indicating the channels 

that the subscribers are interested in. We assume that users tend to use fixed/same subscription. 

 

Here we are provided with three types of messages in our system such as probe messages, receipt messages and data item 

messages probe message in the network are used to record possible paths from publisher to subscribers. They send a dummy 

packets only when the nodes are idle or when the warm up period. After the receipt messages are only generated by the 

subscribers that to confirm the path information carried within a newly received message, finally data items are generated by the 

publishers to distribute data contents in the network. 

 

The detailed approach of our mechanism mainly based on the two approaches in our incentive based forwarding scheme 

Information collection: During the warm up period or when the nodes has been idle for a while the nodes uses a probe/receipt 

messages to learn required potential paths from publisher subscriber system in the network.Additionally,when the two nodes 

encounter, both the nodes exchange the required path information that they are aware of, and update their knowledge of interest 

if the other node has a required new and better path. Based on the path information it learns it mainly provided with, every 

nodes to construct feasible path sets as well as the closeness vector. We note that since nodes refusing to forward probe/receipt 

messages are not recorded as available relay nodes in the feasible path sets of other nodes, a regular node interested in receiving 

rewards is willing to forward the probe/receipt messages. 

 

Data forwarding: When two nodes meet each other, they first exchange new message of interest from each other in order find 

the possible paths. The nodes estimates a potential reward for forwarding messages based on the closeness vector and the 

feasible path set, and decide to forward message path via the other node can provide the highest expected reward. 

 

 

                                                       IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST RESULTS 

 

In this paper, in order to show the experimental setup for the working of MuRIS we use IDE net beans and coding language 

used is java. Here we considering publisher and subscriber system in these multi receiver based mechanism the publisher can 

wisely choose the possible paths via our proposed mechanism which mainly achieves transmission efficiency and delivery ratio. 

                                                                                     

                                                                                           FIGURE 2.    

                                                      
Example Node Registration Details 
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Figure represents the node information details, each node in the network must login first it indicates the details such as node 

name, ip address, port number and status first in the network nodes all nodes are indicated by status one. 

             
 

FIGURE 3   

 

 
Example Each Node In The Network Must Active 

 

Figure represents node login form after registration of each node each node must be active again to share the data in the 

network.  

FIGURE 4. 

 

 
Example Of Choosing Subscribers 

 

Figure represents of choosing the requires subscribers such that while login from a particular node login page will be displayed 

after that based on node login required subscribers are chosen based on users interest. 

 

FIGURE 5 

 

 
Example Of Wisely Choosing Possible Routes For Destination 

 

Figure represents the possible routes for required subscribers based on assignment of weights for each node in the network all 

nodes in the network are assigned with the possible weights in the network.  
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                                                                                                                     FIGURE 6 

 

 
 Example Of Choosing Destinations Along With The Message 

 

Figure represents the choosing of  required destination along with the transmission of messages to subscribers based on the 

users interest history in choosing the required subscribers  

 

                                                                                                           FIGURE  7 

 

                                                                   
Example Of Node  Details 

 

Figure represents message transmission once the message delivered to the required destination based on that node it includes 

dynamic routing to alter routing  to view message and transmission time in the network along with these incentive is provided to 

each node in the network to avoid Selfishness among nodes. 

  

V.  CONCLUSION 
 

An incentive driven dissemination scheme is proposed called MuRIS that not only encourages nodes to cooperate but chooses 

delivery paths that can reach as many subscribers as possible with fewest transmissions. The wise choice of delivery paths is 

achieved via our proposed multi-receiver based incentive mechanism. Furthermore, the charge and rewarding functions not only 

thwart edge insert attacks but also allow us to achieve high network efficiency. MuRIS exploits locally maintained node 

encounter history and historical path information to construct Closeness Vector and Feasible Path Set. Simulation studies using 

human-contact based traces show that MuRIS outperforms other existing schemes in achieving high delivery ratio with low 

overhead ratio. MuRIS performs especially well when the publisher and subscribers come from different communities. 

Additionally, it will be interesting to explore the impact of feasible path set or the closeness vector on the delivery performance 

of individual nodes. 
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